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As aware, conscious adults, we know that you, students of  Reed College, have a full 
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and autonomous citizens have the right 
– nay, duty – to purchase with your very 
own hard-earned money. We know that 
you know that the drugs you buy from 
the faceless thug behind the Ukrainian 
minimarket on 82nd did not grow on 
the drug tree in someone’s suburban 
backyard, and that it pains you deeply 
to be forced to put unsullied American 
dollars into a blood-stained black 
market trail of  tears extending from the 
hot, poison-tinged romance of  South 
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you).
We know that you subsidize this business 
not because of  apathy or self-indulgence, but because the big-business, corporatized drug 
cartel lobbies have targeted YOU, twisting your arm and forcing you into submission. 
How can you make an informed decision when your choices are buying drugs cut out 
of  Maria Full of  Grace’s corpse or not buying drugs? These choices facing consumers 
are not the sort which adequately promote the healthy production and competition of  a 
free-market drug economy.

That’s why we at Whole Foods® are here to offer you an alternative: as a co-sponosor 
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At Whole Foods® Market, we are 
committed to supporting local drug 
farmers, producers and distributors 
by buying locally. We have strong 
partnerships with other participants 
in local industries, such as local gang 
distributers including, but not limited 
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Hoover Criminals.

We want to encourage sustainable 
agricultural practices, and so by letting 
us take care of  all your drug needs, you’ll 
also help protect our environment. The 
average distance drugs travel from farm 
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By buying local, you’ll be reducing carbon 
dioxide emissions and other negative aspects of  our fossil fuel transportation system. 
Additionally, you will help cut down on human drug mule injury and death, because as 
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insurance and an employee discount. We buy from local producers who raise their organic 
plants with tenderness and care, playing Mozart for and read Marxist theory and beat 
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contributors to society, do yourself  and the earth a favor by boycotting the corporatized 
drug industry – do not heed its bogus Siren call, for its charming song epitomizes only the 
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your part instead for the local economy by buying from Whole Foods®, because next to 
drug cartels, we’re the good guy.
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Spending Renn Fayre alone in the library studying?
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 Are you a cop?
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WHOLE FOODS OBSCURE DRUG SAFETY
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for you and your friends.
STEROIDS
You may have thought that these were illegal just for Olympians and any other professional 
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your family and society as a whole. And since 
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you seen a crab? Their eyes are so weird. They 
don’t even have pupils. Crabs are number one 
on the US Department of  Agriculture’s list of  
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want to move like a crab? Do you want to act like an animal that doesn’t have a SOUL? Do 
you want to hide under rocks and skitter through tidepools and run sideways with your body 
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CRYING FOR LONGER THAN 5 MINUTES
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placid water? And that any disturbance, even the slightest ripple, will make that pool of  water 
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of  the Oregon Legislature, under 
no circumstances should you ever 
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WARM LAUNDRY
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thousands of  years. They have been 
washing those clothes for maybe half  
that time. The Law absolutely condones 
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by Oregon legislature. All of  a sudden, on accident, 
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coca seedling, pesticide-free and grown with love
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Only your comprehending the
Divinity of  Cubic Creation will
your soul be saved from your
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by your ignoring the existing

4 corner harmonic simultaneous
4 Days rotating in a single cycle
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